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en, WILLIAM D. GRIFFIN of the FBI Laboratory called 
_t + +. at 8:30 AM today and advised as follows: . . 

° The Laboratory will send to the Dallas Office four 
photographs of each item of evidence that is referred to in 
each Laboratory report. One of these is for our tiles. Three 
of-thern-wir tiched’to as many copies of investigative 

reports that we prepare. (One of the three is to be attached 

- to the copy of report that SAC initials and two will be attached 

to two copies of the report which will be designated for e ™ 

Commission.) Mr. GRIFFIN instructed that we place a 3",X 5" 
card to the Commission's copies, stating “Commission pies". 

This will be attached to the two copies of reports “hat have 

the exhibits attached and will serve as a double # ag to the 

Supervisor that these two and no other two should go over to 

the Commission. 

  

’ The above instructions apply to all three cases 
and the same procedure is to be used in all three cases. 

Mr. GRIFFIN stated in getting photographs over 

to the Commission, they don't want Bureau to send any photo- 
. graphs of evidence that hasn't been previously covered in 
investigative report. He said in most instances, they can 

pretty well assume it has been handled in investigative 

reports, but there are going to be some items not handled. 

He stated Bureau isnot going to send Dallas photographs just 

because they are in the Laboratory, but will check with the 

Lab. Supv. aml the other two Divisions, and if they can 

handle it in headquarters, they will do so. They will just 

send a letter to the Commission and send it on-over. 
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